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ABSTRACT

Inclusive education allows for universal inclusion, participation and achievement of all children, including children with specific learning difficulties. Children form a heterogeneous group with diverse cognitive deficits, special educational needs and strengths, and have a legislated right to the continuum of both assistance and support programmes for all level education system. The goal is to eliminate all barriers in order to achieve learning on individual goals while participating in the life of the classroom with other students by their own age. But this conception and outcome at present scenario by this process is not successful because there is some problem arises for inclusive education such as disability, gender, emotional/behavioral problems, family background, ethnicity, giftedness, migrants, poverty, hearing or visual impairment, language delay, among others. There is some positive implementation of inclusive learning, teaching and assessment strategies. Teachers should keep in mind that these outcomes apply to all and access to general schools for people with disabilities is an advance in the education. However, barriers to learning and participation hinder the school routine of inclusive students, hence the need for resources - human, tangible, political etc. from the schools, parents, families and their communities.
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INTRODUCTION

The inclusive education is an important pathway in educational developmental system with a strong commitment to his/her community and nation. It needs to move on the basis of capability, intellectual power and other suitable physical, psychological and environment condition.

The inclusive education at present is taking as ‘whole-school’ approach to institutional change (Peters, 2004), and influenced by the social model of disability. Children in special schools were seen as geographically and socially segregated from their peers, and the initial movement to locationally integrate these students in mainstream schools (‘integration’) shifted to one where the whole school was encouraged to become more adaptable and inclusive it its day-to-day education practices for all students (‘inclusive education’). Pedagogy in particular was highlighted as the key to meeting all students’ educational needs by making the curriculum flexible, and so more accessible. By recognising that teaching methods which can make curriculum accessible to children with disabilities can also make learning accessible to all students (Ainscow, 2005; Ainscow, 1991), a teacher or school principal is well on the way to improving the overall quality of their school. In this way, inclusive education is not a disability-only issue, but an educational quality issue.

Inclusive education is more effective in the present educational system and it is more ensuring proper provision for children with special educational needs but it depends on the costs to schools, pupils and disability, gender, emotional/behavioral problems, family background, ethnicity, giftedness, migrants, poverty hearing or or visual impairment, language delay, among others. Negative and harmful attitudes towards difference in our society remain critical.
barriers to learning and development. There is a growing consensus that people with disabilities should be included in development programmes. However, if a person with a disability is dehumanised by cultural belief or stigma, as they are in India (Alur, 2002), then they can be ‘invisibilised’ and not considered worthy of rights. Inclusive education reflect the relationships among the social, political, economic, cultural and historical contexts that are present at any one time in a particular country and / or local authority but not properly improve and success among the different situation and community. It should be embedded in a series of ways such as parent, the family, the school and to the classroom, the local community and extending to the broad society. It generally works positively at the primary school level, but serious problems emerge at the secondary and onwards level. This was attributed to increased gap between the teaching-learning pattern and achievement of students with age. This discourse is attempting to shift perceptions of disability from the medical model to the social model. However, there are many conceptual difficulties with the terms of integration and inclusion in India, which are often used interchangeably.

Inclusive education clearly has the potential to improve teaching and learning processes for all children as well as fulfilling their rights, for the purposes of this paper we will be looking at inclusive education mostly in terms of access for children with disabilities in India due to their ‘invisibilisation’ “All children / students are educated in an age-appropriate, mainstream classroom in neighbourhood schools and the supports provided, so that children / students, teachers and classrooms can be successful”.

- The goal of inclusion in education is to eliminate by the different types of barriers with the quality and equity of education for all.
- This is a big challenge for all but, it is an opportunity to advance the school as a change factor that promotes dialogue and participation, making possible well-being through an education of quality for all without exception, for the commitment of the community.
- To develop and improve different types of remedial way for the equilibrium and equity of inclusive education for our nation.

Inclusion in education for all learners is very important but in present scenario it is difficult by the some arising problems in educational system. Barriers to learning and development should be addressed in our classrooms and schools. Amongst the more frequent courses of barriers are given below:

Inclusive Education

- Teacher’s attitudes
  - Poor quality training
- Rigid methods Right curriculum
  - Inaccessible environments
- Lack of Teaching aids And equipment
  - Parents not involved
- Many drop-outs Many repeaters
  - Teachers and schools not supported

Fig. 1. Different types of problems in educational system
It has been seen that language and the impact on children’s participation and achievement in education. The use of, and teaching of, language is a complex issue for inclusive education. Communication is essential for learning and issue for inclusive education. Communication is essential for learning and development in both formal and informal aspects. Learners who are non-speaking due to the severity of their physical, intellectual and / or mental disability experience enormous barriers to learning and development. These barriers arise from the general unavailability of augmentative and alternative communication strategies to enable them to engage in the learning process, and more often than not find themselves totally excluded from learning and development experiences. This systems could consist of alternative communications systems, supplements to vocal communication and communication through facilitators. Not only does poor provision in this area lead to a dearth of necessary skills and knowledge but it also contributes to a system which is unable to meet a diversity of learner needs and prevent barriers to learning and development.

Disability as a Barrier
Disability is a barrier to learning in various ways such as hearing impairment, minor speech impairment, mild learning difficulties, epilepsy, lack of limbs, short stature, gross obesity, autism, mental health issues and psychological barrier, eating disorder, visual barriers, hearing impairment, oral barriers and also other medical barriers which are important hindrances of teaching-learning process. Auditory barriers are an increasing awareness that a high level of performance in the traditional academic areas of mathematics, reading and language is not sufficient to ensure successful adult adjustment and that success in inclusive settings needs to be defined not only in terms of communication skills and academic achievement.
but also relation to the social development of the child with hearing loss (Ross, 1990; Schwartz, 1990). Hearing loss present at birth or occurring in early childhood often represents a significant barrier to the natural acquisition, development and use of spoken language. The degree of hearing loss as well as any delay in fitting the child with appropriate amplification are two important factors that impact directly on spoken language acquisition. The resulting language delay often found in children with hearing loss has been seen as an underlying cause of reduced academic performance (Moores, 2011). Cognitive barriers is an important issue for inclusive educator. The focus is usually on using and developing basic cognitive processes to improve skills in information storage, processing, organizing and retrieval. This may be at a phonological processing level, word level, or sentence level. Other related perspectives include different models of auditory memory, and approaches that examine how different aspects of language are stored and called up when needed.

Inadequate Opportunity for Programme-to-work Linkages
Learners with cognitive barriers, age constraints and social barriers, need specific programme-to-work linkages. Certification for the level of skills achieved need recognition to facilitate life long learning. A lack of partnerships between education and institutional environment block to learners. Appropriate accreditation and certification for the level of skills achieved need recognition to facilitate life long learning. A lack of partnerships between education and industry which would facilitate job accessibility could be a stumbling block to learners.

Socio-economic Barriers
The relationship between education provision and the socio-economic conditions in any society must be very important issue. Effective learning is fundamentally influenced by the availability of educational resources to meet the needs of any society. In many countries, especially our own country, there are inadequate numbers of centers of learning and other facilities to meet the educational needs of the population. In most cases, inadequacies in provision are linked to other inequalities in the society such as urban / rural disparities, as well as inequalities arising from discrimination on grounds such as gender, race and disability. Poor self-image children often experience social isolation and developmental deprivation. Sensory deprivation, resulting from a lack of opportunities during early childhood to explore the environment and wider world.

Lack of Parental Recognition and Involvement
Parents are not always adequately informed of their children’s problems or progress, and therefore are often deprived of the opportunity to participate in their children’s development. Parental involvement refers to a broad range of activities as indicated earlier. Understanding the impact of various forms of spontaneous involvement and of the large range of intervention studies on achievement. The extent and form of parental involvement is strongly influenced by family social class, maternal level of education, material deprivation, maternal psycho-social health and single parent status and to a lesser degree, by family ethnicity. The extent of parental involvement diminishes as the child gets older and is strongly influenced at all ages by the child characteristically taking a very active mediating role. Parental involvement is strongly positively influenced by the child’s level of attainment: the higher the level of attainment, the more parents get involved. Adjustment must proceed in recognition of all the many factors which impinge on school outcomes. Parenting involvement provides housing, health, nutrition, safety, parenting skills in parent-child interactions: home condition to support study; information to help schools know child educational psychological achievement adjustment parental material, parental school involvement, deprivation, aspirations, composition family social class etc. York et al. (2011).

Fig. 3. Sacker et al. (2002) model of the relationship between socioeconomic status, family and educational achievement
Attitudes
The greatest barriers to inclusion are caused by society, not by particular medical impairments. Negative attitudes towards differences result in discrimination and can lead to a serious barrier to learning. Negative attitudes can take the form of social discrimination, lack of awareness and traditional prejudices. Regarding disabled children some regions still maintain established beliefs that educating the disabled is pointless. Often the problem is identified as being caused by the child’s differences rather than the education system’s shortcomings. The negative attitudes are harmful attitudes towards difference in our society remain critical barriers to learning and development. Different types of barriers such as race, class, gender, culture, disability, religion, ability, sexual preference and other characteristics manifest negative attitudes towards learners in the education system.

Fig. 4. Proposed relations between family and school context variables and students’ achievement (De Garmo et al., 1999)

Opportunities of Inclusive Education:
Inclusive education is about appreciating each individual’s differences and unique set of strengths and limitations. It’s not just an education philosophy; it’s an important life skill. Children grow into adults who live in a world filled with people different from themselves; learning how to interact and work with these people is a key accomplishment of childhood, as integral as academic proficiency. An inclusive school is a perfect training ground for real life with the following ways

Greater Sensitivity:
Children who develop in a typical manner become more sensitive by learning side-by-side with special needs children. They understand how words can hurt, they practice patience, and they learn empathy.

Fig. 5. Different beneficial aspects of inclusive education

Better Understanding of Strengths/Weaknesses
Kids in inclusive schools learn that everyone has strengths and weaknesses. They learn to appreciate these differences and how to collaborate in order to accomplish something.

More Tolerance
Inclusive schooling teaches kids the value of another human being no matter what that person looks or sounds like.

Spotting the Inclusive School
Inclusive education in the real world requires a delicate balance of resources, goodwill and monitoring in order to make the experience successful and beneficial for all students.

Living an Inclusive Life
Inclusion isn’t just an educational style, it’s a life philosophy. Children pick up cues from adults early on, and if you make a big deal of people’s differences, your children will, too. Inclusive education combats the world’s tendency toward prejudice and fear, and produces more tolerant, peaceful, and open children and adults.

Families’ Visions of a Typical Life for their Children Can Come True
All parents want their children to be accepted by their peers, have friends and lead “regular” lives. Inclusive settings can make this vision a reality for many children with disabilities.

Children Develop a Positive Understanding of Themselves and Others
When children attend classes that reflect the similarities and differences of people in the real world, they learn to appreciate diversity. Respect and
understanding grow when children of differing abilities and cultures play and learn together.

**Friendships Develop**

Schools are important places for children to develop friendships and learn social skills. Children with and without disabilities learn with and from each other in inclusive classes.

**Children Learn Important Academic Skills**

In inclusive classrooms, children with and without disabilities are expected to learn to read, write and do math. With higher expectations and good instruction children with disabilities learn academic skills.

**All Children Learn by Being Together**

Because the philosophy of inclusive education is aimed at helping all children learn, everyone in the class benefits. Children learn at their own pace and style within a nurturing learning environment.

**Social Advantages**

One of the most obvious advantages of inclusion is the fact that students with disabilities can be integrated socially with their peers. They can create long-lasting friendships that would not be otherwise possible, and these friendships can give them the skills to navigate social relationships later on in life. Their peers can act as role models for social skills through their interactions with each other, whereas in a homogeneous classroom, their only role models would be students with disabilities who may lack the same social skills that they do. This is especially true for more severely disabled students who would be placed in a setting with students who have little or no social interaction. By learning in an inclusive classroom instead, they are exposed to non-disabled students interacting in a normal social manner.

**CONCLUSION**

Inclusive education is one of the most important issues in the education system. The concept of inclusive education has been broadened to encompass not only students with disabilities, but also all students who may be disadvantaged. It is a basic human right to overcome difficulties of learning. In designing educational programmes for students with disabilities, the focus must shift from the individual’s impairment to the social context. Since there is no clear demarcation between the characteristics of students with and without disabilities. The purpose and form of inclusive education reflect the relationships among the social, political, economic, cultural and historical contexts. The evidence for inclusive education is mixed but generally positive, the majority of studies reporting either positive effects or no differences for inclusion, compared with more segregated provisions. Inclusive education goes far beyond the physical placement of children with disabilities in general classrooms.

The inclusive teacher is professional educator committed to his / her community, who recognizes individual differences and considers them in his / her educational intervention actions. S/he participates in collective teaching because it is essential for collaboration and dialogue and is also creative in implementing education by facing the challenges of diversity in specific educational project interventions. In order to illustrate the individual differences in the classroom, the author follows a tridimensional view. Every inclusive teacher needs to move among these three realities in his / her classroom – seeing his / herself as being like all others, also like some others and finally, in some ways unique. This idea allows co-teaching or concurrent participation. Inclusion
promotes co-operation in the classroom. I believe this representation helps us to understand the diversity concept as well.

The collaborative work among educators facilitates inclusion and needs to be promoted in the Teacher Preparation Programme. The author believes that inclusion is funded on a collective of teachers, a team sharing knowledge, making decisions, solving problems together and generating actions in order to improve the school and to increase the learning for all. Contextual preparation connecting with the educational services, allowing identification of diversity as an enriching element has three great steps outlined below. For teachers to promote inclusive education, their training should link directly with the educational services in so called contextual professional practice. This approach, in our experience, must be presented to all throughout the training process structuring with multi-directional flow between theoretical and experiences close to educational field. So we realize that persons with disabilities are not excluded from the general education system on the basis of disability and that children with disabilities are not excluded from free and compulsory primary education, or from secondary education and .......... higher educational systems and realize that education for all to all levels.
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